Health Guidelines:
RWJF Facilities and RWJF-Hosted Events

Guidelines
Health guidelines for entering Robert Wood Johnson Foundation ("RWJF") Facilities and for attendance at events hosted by RWJF or our contractors ("RWJF-Hosted Events") were updated on July 5, 2023.

Accordingly, the following guidelines will be posted at the entrances to all RWJF facilities and RWJF-Hosted Events:

Upon entry you are acknowledging that you are not sick.

Please do not enter if it has been less than 10 days since you first tested positive for COVID-19.

Based on CDC guidance, please wear a mask if you have been exposed to COVID-19 in the last 10 days. Otherwise, masks are optional.

PLEASE DO NOT ENTER IF YOU ARE SICK.

A sign with these guidelines may be downloaded here.

Expectations for RWJF-Hosted Events

- Post the health guidelines sign at the entrances of the event.
- While masks are generally optional, make masks available at the entrances of RWJF-hosted events so they are easily accessible to those who wish to use them.
- If a participant tests positive for COVID-19 or develops symptoms during an event, they should not participate in the gathering in-person. If the individual is at an RWJF event away from their home, the Foundation will support the costs of additional nights in the hotel and transportation changes as needed to ensure the participant can follow the CDC isolation guidance.
- If a participant tests positive for COVID-19 within two days of attending an in-person event, encourage them to inform their close contacts.
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Appendix:
Sample Language about Health Guidelines for Events

Important Note: This sample language only addresses health guidelines. There are other important elements to gathering invitations and meeting registration websites. For example, all invitations and websites should include information on how to request reasonable accommodations so all individuals, including individuals with disabilities, can engage fully.

Health Guidance for Participants
We ask that you do not attend this event if you are sick, or it has been less than 10 days since you first tested positive for COVID-19. To that end, upon entering the event space you will see the following guidelines:

Upon entry you are acknowledging that you are not sick.

Please do not enter if it has been less than 10 days since you first tested positive for COVID-19.

Based on CDC guidance, please wear a mask if you have been exposed to COVID-19 in the last 10 days. Otherwise, masks are optional.

PLEASE DO NOT ENTER IF YOU ARE SICK.

During the meeting, if you become sick and need assistance, including assistance getting meals or changing your travel plans in any way, please contact [event contact name, phone number, and email]. If you test positive for COVID-19 shortly after attending an in-person event, we encourage you to inform your close contacts.